If driving to Clements Hall – please be aware there is only one route in by car.

Driving come in via The Mount (A1036) turn into Scarroft Road. Continue until the first turning on the left which is Upper Price Street. Turn Left into Nunthorpe Road approx. 100 meters – Parking in the school car park on the left – the hall is opposite on the right.

Walking routes from York Station or by bus. Get off the bus stop by the Picture Palace / Premier Inn (you need to be on the other side of the road to these). Turn down Moss Street until it becomes Nunthorpe Road – the hall will be on the left. Alternatively instead of turning right past the Premier Inn – cross over the road passing the Punch Bowl pub on the left and continue down Nunnery Lane – past the big car park on the left and turn down Dale Street – this will join Nunthorpe Road and the Hall will be on the left.